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The Polish Cycle Industry:
Developing at a Steady Pace

▲The simple yet solemn opening ceremony for the Kielce Bicycle Fair. ▲Krysztof Dylewski (center) took the baton as head of the Polish bicycle association (Polski Stowarzyszenie Rowerowe—PSR) from
former director Jan Zasada (2nd from left) this year. Polbike President, Juliusz Kabath (1st on left) and PSR Vice President, Mateusz Pytko
(2nd from right) are also shown here.

P

oland is Eastern Europe's largest
and most stable country, and bicycle
production and sales have passed
the one million unit mark. Poland produced
1.21 million bicycles in 2015, making it the
EU's fifth-largest producer. Although retail
prices average €385, second-hand bicycles
account for 20-25% of the market, which
is higher than in France, Britain, and Italy.
Trekking, city bikes, MTBs, and children's
bikes are most popular in Poland, and sales
of 29" big tire and fat-tire bikes have also
grown. Bright neon colors, such as neon
green and neon orange, are currently in
vogue. Because e-bike sales are continuing
to grow in Germany and the Netherlands,
e-bikes are receiving considerable attention
in Poland: Romet focused on promoting
e-bikes this year, and received the new
product award at the Kielce Bike Expo.
Poland has a population of 38.6
million, and has growing consumer power.
Although the country's bicycle market
developed later than the western, northern,
and southern European markets, the
government has been actively establishing

green bicycle routes and bicycle rental
systems, which have helped cause the
popularity of cycling to soar, and enable
the cycle industry to achieve steady
development. As a result, Poland has
become a battleground for Europe's
leading brands. Poland has over 30 bicycle
manufacturers. According to Kreysztof
Dylewski, the new director of the Polish
bicycle association (Polskie Stowarzyszenie
Rowerowe—PSR), there are approximately
20 bicycle firms producing at least 5,000
bikes annually, and 12 firms producing more
than 10,000 bikes annually. Most of the
country's bicycle firms only make 2,0007,000 bikes each year. The majority of these
companies are OEM producers, and a few
have their own brands. Apart from a main
brand, some bicycles makers also have
a secondary brand to differentiate certain
products. For instance, Kross also has the
"L.E Grand" brand, which is chiefly used
on its city bikes, and Zasada also has the
"Maxim" brand, which emphasizes style and
innovation.
Poland has approximately 2,500-

▲According to the organizers of Kielce Bike Expo, 242 firms
took part this year, and this figure was a 20% increase compared
with last year. Shown here are Director Joanna Marcjan (left) and
Deputy Director Bartek Terlecki (right).

3,000 dealers, and most firms, including
both manufacturers and distributors, have
their own dealers. Depending on size,
whole bicycle producers may have 200-600
dealers, while distributors may have 80250 dealers. Apart from mass merchants
(for instance, Maries also sells bicycles),
sporting-goods stores such as Decathlon
and Gosport also sell many bicycles.
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Complete Bicycles
According to the latest CONEBI statistics, Polish bike
manufacturers produced 1.21 million units in 2015, an increase
of 20% from the 1 million units produced in 2014. Although the
development is not as early as Western or Southern Europe, in the
past five years, Poland has maintained a steady and stable growth.
PSR President, Kreysztof Dylewski stated that 20 companies in
Poland produce over 5,000 units.

Kross
Kross is the most distinctive brand on the domestic Polish
market, and the company has also introduced the "L E．Grand"
brand. Kross' two brands are big attractions for dealers. The
company has 500 dealers and 500 employees, and produces close
to 400,000 bikes annually. Second-generation managers are actively
participating in the company's sales and administration.

Romet
Romet and Kross are
equally matched rivals. Romet
focus primarily on exports, but
also has considerable domestic
sales. Because Romet also
produces motorcycles, it has
a combined total of 500-600
motorcycle and bicycle dealers.
It has two bicycle plants and one
motorcycle plant; annual bicycle
production is around 400,000
units and employees number
700. Romet is actively promoting
e-bikes this year.

▲Kross Manager, Kacper Sosnowski is the son of the company's founder, and is a board member.
▲Romet President, Wieslaw Greyb likes riding
horses and cycling.

▲Romet promoted e-bikes at this year's Kielce Bike Expo.

▲L E．Grand is Kross' other brand, and is chiefly used for city bikes.

Zasada
Zasada has consistently had
a stable output of 60,000-75,000
bicycles annually, and also owns the
"Maxim" brand. Company President
Zasada resigned as director of
Poland's PSR bicycle association
in March of this year. Zasada made
a great contribution to Kielce Bike
Expo, and many participating vendors
attended at his invitation; he is a much
respected figure in the Polish cycle
industry.

▲Zasada bike President, Jan Zasada.

▲Maxim introduced a city bike with soft bright colors.
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Unibike

Showa

Unibike assembles
roughly 40,000 bicycles
annually and is also a
distributor for major brands.
Unibike's president is Ms
Krystyna Orfowska, but the
company is actually run
on a day-to-day basis by
General Manager Zbigniew
Lewandowski. Unibike is a
conservative, successful
company, and received the
new product award at the
Kielce bicycle fair.

Chief executive Edy Hung
is from Taiwan. Hung originally
had five OEM bicycle plants
in Poland, but all five declared
bankruptcy. Hung then shifted
to assembling bikes in 2011,
mostly using parts from China.
The company's brand name is
"Rayon." Apart from meeting its
own assembly needs, Showa
also helps other small assembly ▲According to Showa Manager, Edy Hung,
company assembles 20,000-30,000 bicycles
plants in Poland to import parts. the
annually.
According to Hung, Showa
has an annual output of 50,000 bikes, which are chiefly sold in
Poland; these bikes mostly consist of mid-/low-price models, and are
priced at €100-300. The company has 20-30 employees during the
slow season, and 50-60 employees during the busy season. Hung
emphasizes that although Showa makes low-end models, they are
not sold in hypermarkets.

▲Unibike is well-managed and has a good reputation.
Shown here is President, Krystyna Orfowska.

Brat
Brat is run by a pair of brothers: younger brother Wikior Beska
is the president, while older brother Karol is the general manager.
The two brothers work together well in the management of this
company, which assembles 10,000-20,000 bikes annually.

▲Unibike produces approximately 40,000 bicycles annually, and is also an agent for Schwaber.
Shown here are President Krystyna Orfowska (center), General Manager Zibriew Lewandowski (left),
and Marketing Manager Marcin Augustynowice (right).

Folta
Folta assembles
15,000 bicycles each year,
has around 200 dealers,
and owns its own brand.
The company's chief
markets consist of Poland,
Lithuania, and Latvia. It has
30 employees, and mainly
imports parts from Taiwan
and China. According to
President Jarostaw Folta,
economic conditions were
relatively good this year, but
the Polish zloty has been
relatively unstable during the
past few years, and many
importers have been forced ▲Folta assembles 15,000 bicycles annually. Shown
are President Jarostaw Folta and Sales Manager,
to make purchases using here
Piotr Zebrowski (right).
dollars. In the most extreme
cases, importers must use dollars for 80% of their purchases. Folta
feels that although the EU's cancellation of anti-dumping duties on
Chinese bicycles will lead to greater competition, it will be a win for
consumers if they have access to more good-quality, reasonablypriced bikes.

▲Brat assembles 10,000-20,000 bicycles annually.

Ideal
Ideal did not participate
in Kielce Bike Expo during the
last two years, only sending
personnel to visit the show.
According to Sales Director
K at a r z y na M at u si a k , t h e
company did not participate
because it does not have its
own brand, and also wanted
to safeguard its customers.
Ideal moved to its current
plant (8,000 m 2) four years
ago, and assembles 50,000
bicycles annually. It has 100120 employees, and does not
paint its frames in-house. It only
imports frames and parts from
Taiwan and China, and its chief

▲According to Katarzyna Matusiak, Sales
Director of Ideal's Polish plant, Ideal produces
50,000 bicycles annually in Poland.

markets consist of European
countries such as Germany and
Switzerland.
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Dowstar-Olesno

Simpla

Founded in 2007, Dowstar-Olesno assembles 5,000-6,000
bicycles annually and employs 20 persons.

Simpla produces mudguards, which are sold in Eastern and
Western European markets, including Poland, the Czech Republic,
and Russia.

▲Dowstar-Olesno assembles 5,000-6,000 bicycles annually

Components
Poland produces few parts, and according to CONEBI statistics,
Polish parts account for only 2% of the entire parts output of all 28
EU states. The three parts manufacturers exhibiting at Kielce Bike
Expo were ABI, SIHD, and Simpla.
ABI
ABI has two business
units, of which Leader
produces saddles sold
under the Maestro brand.
President Krzysztof
D y l ew sk i wa s c h o s e n
to head Poland's PSR
bicycle association
t h i s y e a r. A c c o r d i n g
to Dylewski, Leader
produces around 800,000
President Krysztof Dylewski is also director
saddles annually, has 32 ▲ABI
of PSR. ABI's Leader business unit produces saddles.
employees, and is chiefly
an OEM manufacturer for EU customers. ABI will celebrate its 30th
anniversary in 2007. ABI is basically an importer/distributor, and is
the Polish distributor for Portugal's Polistort.

▲Simpla produces mudguards, which are chiefly sold in Eastern and Western European countries
such as Russia and the Czech Republic. Shown here are Sales Director, Ilya Sadritskyi (1st on the
left) and President, Vladimir Sadritskyi (2nd from the left), Simpla CEO, Andrzej Murawski (center),
Simpla Export Agent, Jan Pavlicek (2nd from the right), and Simpla Production Director, Robert
Polaik (1st on right).

Distributors
Distributors have sprung up quickly in Poland during the last
few years, and are distributing a growing number of brands. Some
distributors have even introduced their own brands (such as Polbike's
Saveno brand and Aliot's Prox brand).
Polbike
Polbike is an agent for Asian brands such as Raleigh, and also
sells products under its own "Saveno" brand. According to President
Juliusz Kabath, Polbike sells 15,000 bicycles annually, and the chief
assembly firms for the Saveno brand include Bulgaria's Maxcom and
Cambodia's Asama.

SIHD
SIHD produces many products, including carriers and
mudguards, etc. Apart from Poland (80 customers), SIHD has 100
customers in the EU.

Shown here are Polbike
President, Juliusz Kabath
(on the left in the front),
Mrs. Kabath (on the right
in the front), and MTB
Style Manager, Dutkiewicz
Dartlomici (rear).
▲SIHD produces carriers and mudguards, etc.
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Ajlot

Taurus

Ajlot is an agent
for Asian brands such
Kenda and Velo, and
also sells bicycles
under its own Prox
brand. According
to President Jacek
Balkowski, although the
Prox brand has only
been in existence for
five years, an emphasis ▲According to Ajlot President, Jacek Batkowski, his
on quality has led to company expects 5% sales growth this year.
good sales. Aliot has 400 dealers, said Balkowski, of which 100 are
large. The company anticipates 5% growth this year, but profits may
drop a bit. This is due to the depreciation of the zloty in April 2016,
which forced Ajlot to raise prices by 6-10%. Nevertheless, Balkowski
has great confidence in the development of bicycles in Poland.

▲Taurus is an agent for the BMC, Kreidler, and Whispbar brands.

ITAI Bike
ITAI is an agent for Vee Rubber, Rodi, and Miranda.

Harfa
Founded in 1992, Harfa is a distributor for numerous brands,
including SRAM, Mavic, BBB, and VDO, and its displayed products
won an award at this year's Kielce Bike Expo. Harfa's manager is
known to be very thorough and hands-on. The company has 500
dealers. The SRAM products of which Harfa is the agent have
faced Shimano's flexible pricing strategy this year, which has made
marketing very difficult.

▲Shown here are Ital Bike President, Januse Mielcarski (left), Romet President, Wieslaw Grzyb
(center), and Shimano EU International Account Manager, Clemens Ujejski (right).

Euro Bike
Euro Bike is RST's Polish agent, and also sells bikes assembled
under contract.

▲Harfa is an agent for numerous brands, such as SRAM, Mavic, BBB, and VDO.

▲Euro Bike is an agent for SR Suntour, and also sells bikes assembled by other companies under
contract.

CST & Merida Distributor
General Manager Piotr
Wileska is an agent for CST and
Merida, and two teams are in
charge of product sales. As a
result, Piotr had separate CST
and Merida booths at this year's
Kielce Bike Expo. The company
has a little over 40 employees
and 200 dealers. According to
one of Merida's employees, who
was present at the show, Merida
sold approximately 30,000
bicycles in Poland last year.

▲Piotr Wileska is an agent for CST and Merida.

▲Merida's team at Kielce Bike Expo. Mike (2nd from left in the front row) noted that
Merida sold 30,000 bicycles in Poland last year.
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Cossack

Speed

Cossack sells bicycles from Eastern and Western Europe,
including Germany, and according to our understanding is the Polish
distributor for Germany's Sprix bicycles. According to Chairman
Jacek Kozakiewicz, Cossack has 25 employees and close to 500
dealers throughout Europe.

Speed is an agent for Duro, Rowery, American Classic, and
Vianor.

▲Speed is an agent for the Duro, Rowery, Viandor brands. GM, Jan Golen is first on the right.

Monteria
▲According to Cossack Chairman, Jacek Kozakiewicz, Cossack has 500 dealers throughout much
of Europe.

This year was the Kielce Bicycle Fair's
seventh year. According to the organizers,
a total of 242 companies participated in the
show, which was an increase of 20% from
the 200 participants last year. The show
venue occupied an area of 110,000m 2 .
Apart from Polish bicycle firms, participating
vendors also came from such other
European countries as the Czech Republic,
Germany, and Slovakia. More than 40
members of the Polish bicycle association
took part in the show, and both Taiwan and
China organized participating groups that
consisted chiefly of parts manufacturers.
There was a significant increase in the
number of e-bikes on display this year, but
no motorcycles were exhibited. Although
Karbon had a large booth last year, they
declined to participate this year, and
rumor has it that they want to leave the
bicycle industry. Shimano had an outdoor
booth, and several other bicycle firms also
displayed their product outdoors, using
strings of balloons to attract attention. Most
participating vendors had good opinions
of the show, and expressed that they were
looking forward to participating again next
year. On the other hand, a minority of
vendors had some complaints; for instance,
Folta's sales manager expressed that the
number of dealers visiting the show had
fallen by 15-20% this year.
The Polish bicycle industry is rather
conservative, and emphasizes steady
development. Unlike in other countries, the
Polish bicycle industry has not undergone

Although Monteria participated in Kielce Bike Expo for the first
time last year, it had a big presence at the show, displaying children's
bikes, MTBs, and fat-tire bikes.

▲Members of the Taiwan participant team at 2016 Kielce Bike Expo.

major fluctuations.
Most companies
expect to have
5-10% growth this
year, or at least have
flat sales. Although
it is said that Poland
had hoped to switch
from the zloty to
the euro sometime
between 2019 and
2020, Britain's Brexit
has thrown a new
variable into the
equation.

▲Stars Circle General Manager, Fei Heying
is looking for land in the Polish city of
Poznan for rim factory.

▲Wheel Top plans to open a plant in Romania. Shown
here are President, Sung Fu-chiang (right) and the
company's EU Sales Manager, Adan Dadsi (left).
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